
 
Dear Sister and Brother Warriors, 
As some of you know, the nine year Solar Energy Wave Cycle is in a trough in 2017 
and, as MM has pointed out, the troughs of the cycles are “the place where the creative 
worker, the magician occultist should be, but is rarely found, positively generating the 
new initiatives which will take form at the peak point in the cycle.” 
 
Well, we have been working diligently over the past number of years in alignment with 
the Avatar of Synthesis on the Capital Clearing Meditation and other clearing 
meditations such as the Security Council in the U. N., and recently the West Wing and 
Oval Office of the White House. We are preparing to launch an additional Meditation 
Action focused on the Supreme Court. Will distribute that mediatitio9n shortly. 
 
 “When an energy wave emanates from the sun, the point of maximum intensity [its high 
point] is when the crisis ensues, as this is when it impacts the form world.”  I wanted to 
bring to our attention that the three year Solar Energy Wave Energy cycle peaks in 
2018. We all know how important the 2018 elections are and I think it would be a good 
thing if we increased our attention and focus on the Capital Cleaning Meditation over 
the next 12 months to impact the 2018 election cycle. We know that our elections have 
been under attack and manipulated by various retrogressive forces, and the results of 
the elections in the House and Senate would seem to be rather  important to the 
unfolding Plan. 
 
You can be sure that anytime of any day that you can spare a few minutes to focus on 
the Capital Clearing Meditation would be time well spent.  
Gratitude and Heart Fire,  
-tom 

 
 

Invoking the Energy of Synthesis: 
Alignment 

Focus in the Cave, take a deep breath align the vehicles and dedicate 
them to the service of the Plan.  
 
Link the three heart centers into a unified field of golden light. It is 
essential that this work be carried forward from and through a heart 
focused mind.  
   
Bring the three part Soul into the unified coherent field of Light within 
Heart Field. 
 
Link the heart fields of the group into a unified whole. 
  
Link with the Ashram of Synthesis. 



 
See the three Masters, M, D.K. and R, standing in a field of Blue Fire. 
Name and link with each one. 
 
Link with the Higher Triangle of the Christ, the Avatar of Synthesis and 
the Planetary Logos. For the purpose of bringing the actions of the 
United States Congress andSenate into right relation with the Divine 
Plan, we Invoke and stand receptive to the energy of Synthesis. 
 

Reception 
Stand in Silence in the alignment, receptive to the Inflow of the 
Synthesis Energy “The Synthesis Energy will be released in exact 
proportion to the group power potential in service” Ashramic Projections P. 175  
 

Action 
Focused on the threshold of the Ashram of Synthesis in the Center of All 
Love, visualize and turn the attention toward the Capital Building. 
 

                     
 With an act of the Pure Reasoning Will direct the Synthesis Energy 
through the Statue of Freedom on the top of the US Capitol into the 
Capitol building, through the dome of the Capitol. 

 
 
 
 



                                             
 
 
 
Visualize the Synthesis Energy anchoring in the Capitol Rotunda and 
spreading horizontally in a 360 degree wave that flashes throughout the 
building moving as Light through any presence of 
darkness.                                                     

 
 

            
 
 
 
 

 
Focus again in the group heart and pulse a stream of Synthesis Energy 
directly down the same alignment. As the Light enters the Rotunda, see it 
split into two streams one moving into the chamber of the House of 
Representatives (left) and the other into US Senate (right). 

                           
 



 

                                
 
 
 
 

                  
 

Within each chamber, see this Energy form as a sustained, toroidal  Sun 
like field radiating and filing each of the chambers with the energy of 
Synthesis. 

 
Hold this vision for up to 3 minutes. 
 
Focus again on threshold of the Ashram and see the torus of the synthesis 
energy maintaining it presence and function within the rooms. 
 
Once one the Synthesis energy torus has been established it can be 
reenergized at any time simply by bringing the vision of the torus in the 
Senate or House chamber into the mind’s eye and refreshing the link 
between the Higher Triangle of the Christ, the Avatar of Synthesis and the 
Planetary Logos and the torus field in the chamber. 
                                            
                
                                                                        
               
                                  



                        
 
So let it be. Sound the sacred Word  
 
 
 


